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1. INTRODUCTION : LAN BINARY EXPERIMENTS 
1 
1.1. In this paper we review the methods for establishing the local asymptotically normal ( LAN ) 
property of the likelihood ratio process associated with a pair of counting processes. 
We begin, however, with the general setting of the problem in terms of a sequence of binary experi-
ments, and discuss its elegant solution due to SHIRYAYEV (1985); see Subsection 1.2. I learned of it 
from Shiryayev during his visit to the Centre for Mathematics and Computer Science, Amsterdam, 
Spring 1985. I owe thanks to him for making available preprints of his research concerning this sub-
ject. 
In Section 2 we restrict our attention to the special case of binary experiments generated by marked 
point processes (for a justification of such a restriction see Subsection 1.3), and discuss an alternative 
way of establishing LAN, slightly different to that of SHIRYAYEV (1985) mentioned above. Such a 
modification is motivated exclusively by the convenience of its further application 1 - in deriving 
Corollary 4.2, for instance. 
It should be noted that in most applications encountered in practice observations come from a 
finite dimensional counting processes, so that the associated mark space consists of finite number of 
points. Therefore Sections 3 and 4 are devoted to this special case : in Section 3 the likelihood ratio 
process is characterized, and in Section 4 the LAN property is established ( THEOREM 4.1 and COROL-
LARY 4.2) by the alternative way discussed in Section 2. In fact, the results are easily extended to the 
case of a general mark space ( cf. Subsection 2.2 ). 
1,J. For each n let {fln , <ff' , pn} be a stochastic basis - a complete probability space equipped 
with a nondecreasing family {'?, , 1;;;;.0} of right-continuous sub a-algebras of <ff' augmented by sets 
from <ff' of zero probability. For the sake of simplicity, we discuss only the case in which t e [O , I]. 
Let pn be another probability measure defined on (fln , <ff'). 
In-this subsection we discuss shortly the general result due to SHIRYAYEV (1985) concerning the 
LAN property of a sequence of binary experiments 
l. Here we have in mind statistical application in the spirit of, e.g., GILL (1979) or DZHAPARIDZE (1985). Note that the Sec-
tions 3 and 4 below represent a revised version of the corresponding sections of the latter paper. 
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({ln , '!!' , { 6J'! , 0 ~ t ~1 } , pn , !:_n), n = l, 2, ... (1.1) 
toe 
Suppose that !:_n is locally absolutely continuous with respect to pn , !:_n «Pn, in the sense that 
P~ «P~ , 0 ~ t ~ 1 (1.2) 
with P~ = pn 16.J'! and P~ = pn 16.J'!, the restrictions of pn and pn to the a-algebra 6J'!. Suppose for 
simplicity tliat P8 = Pf. - -
Then, according to KABANOV et al. (1979), there exists a unique (to within pn and pn_ 
indistinguishability ) cadlag process (z~ , 0 ~ t ~ I) such that, provided z, > 0, 
dpn { 1 } zn = --' = ti) ( mn) =exp mn - -<mnc> + ~<I> (Arnn) 
t dPn t t 2 t ""'Is 
t s ,,,;;;, t 
(1.3) 
with <1>1(x) = ln(l+x)-x, where mn is a local martingale with jumps 
Am~-m~-m~- >-1. (1.4) 
As usual, mn = mnc + mnd is the decomposition of mn into continuous and purely discontinuous 
components respectively, and <mnc> is the compensator of (mnc)2• 
Let µ.n = µ.m" be the integer valued random measure associated with the jumps of mn as follows 
µ.n((O,t],f) = ~l(Amn Ef) ,fE~(Ro) ,Ro = R \ {O} (1.5) 
s<,t 
Let V1 = yn" be its compensator ( KABANOV et al. (1979) ). 
Introduce the Hellinger process X' for the measures pn and !:_n : 
'JG' = '.JG"" = 'Jft(pn ' pn) (1.6) 
with dV' = V'(ds, dx) (similarly, dµ.n will stand for µ.n(<Js, dx)). Note that by (1.5) the second term on 
the right-hand side of ( 1.6) is the compensator of the process 
t 
.,,~ = f J<1-Vl"+;)2 dµ.n = ~(1- Vl +Am;)2 (1.7) 
OR0 s<,t 
Finally, introduce the limiting object - a continuous Gaussian martingale W the quadratic variation 
of which is a continuous nondicreasing deterministic function < W>. Observe that the Hellinger pro-
cess associated with W is defined as 
(1.8) 
where P and !:._ are the "limiting" measures such that 
dP { I } dP = ti)(W) =exp W-2<W> ; (1.9) 
see GILL and JOHANSEN (1986). 
The next theorem is due to SHIRYAYEV (1985). 
THEOREM 1.1. Let the following Conditions S hold for each t, O~t~l: 
S.l. For each €>0 
1 
~~>•>1 =ff o-v11+x>2d.,;i-o 
Olxl>< 
3 
in P" probability as n-'>oo 
S.ll. :J(.1'_,,'.J<.·w in P" probabili~y as n-'>oo; see (1.6) and (1.8). 
Then, for each t, O~t ~I the following weak convergence in "i)([O, l]) takes place with respect to P" 
and P" (in the sense of GREENWOOD and SHIRYAYEV (1985), § 2.2 ): 
(i) -
d(P"l { I } 
z" = &(m") _,, b~(W) =exp W-2<W> ; 
see ( l.2) and ( l.8). 
(ii) 
d(P") { I } 
z" - exp W + 2< W> 
REMARK l. l. Assertion (ii) is deduced from Assertion (i) by arguments in GREENWOOD and SHIR-
YAYEV (1985) proving Statement 3 of THEOREM 8 on p. 99. 
REMARK l.2. As for Assertion (i), for its proof Shiryayev (l 985) utilizes the following representa-
tion of the likelihood ratio process : 
- = exp {M" -2'k.-w + ~ R n.i 1 ( l.l 0) 
.. (<;;E) . ,,:;.. I 
i=I 
where 
t J J (x-2(J-VJ+:;)2 )d(µ11 -v') + m~'". (l.ll) 
Olxl<;;• 
while 
I 
R~'· 1 = R('~},>1 = f f (x - 2(1 -~ )2 )d(µ" - ii') , (l.12) 
Olxl>< 
R "· 2 = 2(:'k.-w - :ll'') ( l.13) 
and 
(l.14) 
s~t 
with <1>2(x) = ln(l + x) - x + f x 2 • 
The representation (l.10) is easily derived from (l.3) by taking into consideration (l.6), (l.7), (l.ll) 
and ( l.l 2) which yield 
M" + R"· 1 = m" - 2(n" - 'k." + J_<m"">) (,,.;;;<) (>•) ., . 4 . 
The proof of THEOREM I. l is the direct consequence of the following two assertions : 
l.A. The process ( l.l l) is a local square integrable martingale such that 
4 
d(P") 
M(~.i - W 
l.B. The processes (1.12) - (1.14) are asymptotically negligible - for each t, O:s;;;1:s;;;l, 
supJR~·iJ-o • i = l,2,3 
s~t 
in P" probability as n-'>OO. 
(1.15) 
We do not discuss the proof of Assertion I.A here. We remark only that it is a consequence of the 
functional CL T in Liptser and Shiryayev ( 1980). 
As for Assertion I.B for i = 2, it follows directly 1 from Condition S.11. 
Next, for each t:, O<t: a constant C>O can be chosen such that Jx -2(1- VI+".;)J2 :s;;;qxJ when-
ever JxJ>t:. Using this one can easily dominate the left-hand side of (l.15) for i = I by a quantity 
which under Condition S./ tends to zero in P 11 probability as n-oo. So one gets (1.15) for i = I. 
Finally, by analoguous arguments one can dominate also 
s 
supJj J <l>2(VI+".;- l)dµ"J 
s,,;.r Olxl>< 
by a quantity that vanishes in P 11 probability as n-oo. Consequently, to prove Assertion 2.B for 
= 3, one has to verify that 
s I 
supJj J <l>2(VI+".;- l)dµ!'J:s;;;Ct:j J x 2dµ" 
s~t Olxl~< Olxl~< 
(1.16) 
(here the constant C arises by taking into consideration that for sufficiently small values of x 
<I>2(x) = O(x 3)), and also that under the Conditions S the right-hand side of the inequality (1.16) can 
be made arbitrarily small. So, one arrives at (1.15) for i = 3. 
1.3. It should be noted that the presence of the continuous component m 11c do not affect the course 
of the proof just outlined much : it enters only in the expression ( 1.11 ), and all that is required of it is 
the convergence of its quadratic characteristic so as to meet Assertion I.A. Because of its minor 
significance, and because of its absence in the special case of our prior interest, this component will 
be neglected in the remainder of this paper. 
2. APPLICATIONS TO MARKED PROCESSES 
2.1. In this subsection we continue with the brief discussion of the alternative approach to the proof 
of THEOREM I. I. In doing this we adopt the setting of § 12 in KABANOV et al. (1980) in terms of 
marked point processes. 
This approach is fully realized in Section 4 where THEOREM 4.2 is proved, which establishes LAN 
for counting processes - processes with finite dementional mark spaces. The last restriction is not 
essential - it is motivated exclusively by practical considerations, as the results of Section 4 are aimed 
at applications to statistical inference about counting processes (cf. the footnote1> on p. I). A reader 
interested in the extention of the precise results of Section 4 to arbitrary marked processes might con-
sult the next subsection. 
Consider again a sequence ( 1.1) of binary experiments. For each n let the entries in (I.I) be as in 
KABANOV et al. (1980), § 12. 
I. In fact. by LEMMA I of Mc LEISH (1979). p. 146 from Condition S./l and the continuity of :1<.'w follows supi:lt~-:1(~1--0 
.'i~{ 
and. in particular supill:l<.'~l--O in P" probability as 11->00 : cf. GREENWOOD and SHIRYAYEV (1985). p. 105 . 
... =;;1 
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Consider a marked process 
X 11 = { ( TJ, X'j ), P11 } (2.1) 
where T'} are stopping times, T'{ >0 and TJ + 1 > T'J, while X'J are ~?f, -measurable random elements 
taking values from a mark space, (£ 11 , bi'); see KABANOV et al. (1980), § 12. 
To the process (2.1) associate the integer valued random measure p" = px" on (0, l]XE with 
p 11 ((0, t], f) = 'L,I(Tj ~t)l(X'j Ef), fEb7' . (2.2) 
j;;.J 
Consider also another marked process 
~II = {(Tj. X'j). !:_II} (2.3) 
with the similarly associated integer valued random measure p 11 = p~" 
Let p11 and p11 be the compensators of p 11 and p 11 respectively, setisfying the following conditions K: 
K. 1. a;' = 1 implies~_;' = 1 !:_ 11 a.s. with 
a;' = p 11 ({ t }, £ 11 ) = J J dp 11 , ~_;' = p 11 ({ t }, £") (2.4) 
(r.rf:" 
K. 2. p 11 is dominated by p 11 !:_" a.s. and the associated Hellinger process '.l<.1' is bounded : !:_11 a.s. 
(2.5) 
where A'' = A''(t,x) is defined by the relation dp 11 = A.11 dp 11 P11 a.s. 
Now, THEOREM 20 in KABANOV et al. (1980)-;-p. 48 tells us that under the Conditions K the relation 
(1.3) holds for the local martingale m 11 defined as follows 1 (of course m 11" = 0 here): 
{ 
m;' = J J (A.11 - l)dq 11 =m (A'' -1 )1 (2.6) 
OE" 
with the "martingale measure" 
11 -II ( ) 11 
q11((0, t], f) = (p"-p 11 )((0, t], f) + 'L,(p -p )(:, ,E) p11 ({s}, f), fEt<~". (2.7) 
s,,,;,r 1-a .. 
(cf. THEOREM 3.1 below). Observe that 
!!m;' = J<X"(t,x)- l)p"({t}, dx) + 
E" 
+ (1-p"({t}, £") --1 -1 >-1 · [ 1 a" l 
1-a;' 
(cf. KABANOV et al. (1979), LEMMA 7, p. 676)where, by (2.2), 
p 11 ({t}, f) = 'L,l(T'J = t)l(X'j Ef), fEi7'. 
j;;.J 
Hence, in this particular case the process rl" defined by ( 1.7) has the following form : 
r [ 1-a" l 2 ri;' = J J {u"(s,x)}2p"(ds,dx) + 'L,(1-p11 ({s},£11 ) ~ -1 
OE" s,,,;,r 1 a, 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
with u 11 = fr - I. Of course, its compensator ij11 coincides with the Hellinger process which 
I. In contrast with KABANOV et al. ( 1980) we assume here. for simplicity. that d!_(l ldPil = I and a" < I. 
6 
appeared in (2.5), ij" = :JC'. 
Analogously, form" given by (2.6) 
1 
11('>•)1 - f f o -Vl+x)2dµm" 
because by (2.8) 
OJxJ>< 
s~t 
1 
= J jl(IA"(s,x)- ll>t:){u"(s,x)}2p"(ds,dx) 
OE" 
+ ~(1-p11 ({s}, £ll))1(1~~ - a~l>t:(l-a~)J [ 
s:s;;;,1 
---1 1-a~ l 2 1-a~ ' 
/(l~m~'l>t:)~m~' = J /(IA''(1,x)- ll>t:)(A11(t,x)- l)p 11 ({t}, dx) 
E" 
+ (l-p 11 ({1}, E11 ))/(l~~1 -a~'l>t:(l-a~1 )) [ :=:; -1] 
The process 11('>•> in (2.10) has the following compensator 
1 
ij;'>•)1 = J J l(IA''(s,x)- ll>t:){u"(s,x)}2p\ds,dx) 
OE" 
s,,;,1 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
Let ij;'>•> and '.JC' of form (2.5) and (2.12) respectively satisfy the Conditions S of THEOREM I. I. 
Then, as has been indicated in the privious section, the conclusion of the theorem holds. Here we will 
follow an alternative way of establishing this fact outlined in the following steps. 
l) First the equivalence of the Conditions S with the following Conditions S' is shown : 
S.l'. For each 1, o.;;;;1.;;;;1 and t:, O<t:<l 
1 J J /(lu"l>t:)(u 11 ) 2dp 11 + ~J(lb~l>t:)(b~)2(l-a~)-O 
OE" ' s,,;,1 
in P" probability as n-oo. where 
b? = J u11 (t,x)dp 11 ({t},dx). 
E" 
S.II'. For each t, o.;;;;1.;;;;; 1 
1 
<m(u")>1 = J j(u11 )2dp 11 + ~(l -a~)(b~>2-! < W> 1 
OE" s,,;,1 
in P" probability as n-oo. where m(u 11 ) is given by (2.6) with u" instead of A11 -1. 
2) Next, m(u") is a local square integrable martingale, and by the Conditions S' one can apply 
COROLLARY 2 of LIPTSER and SHIRYAYEV (1980), p. 671 to arrive at the conclusion that 
d(P") 
m(u 11 ) - W/2 
3) From this last relation and (2.6) with t..n -1 = 2un +(un)2 one gets 
d(P") 
mn --'» W, 
provided that the following relation holds : 
m((un)2 )-'»0 
in pn probability as n-'»oo. 
4) Finally, by (1.3) with mnc = 0, it remains to show that 
~ ~<I>1(dm~) = ~{<1>2(\/i +dm~ -1) - CVl +dm~ -1)2} 
s~t s.,;1 
(here we use the elementary equality 
2<I>2(Vx-:- l) = <I>1(x- l) + 2(Vx -1)2 
7 
and then (1.7) and (l.14) ) has the same limit in pn probability as the compensator of the second 
term, -ijn = -X'. This limit is -Xw, by Condition S.11. Thus, along with Assertion l.B for i = 3 
one has to ensure the asymptotic negligability of the local martingale 1/n - ijn. 
2.2. Consider the special case in which for each n the mark space En consists of rn points, say 
x'{ , . . . , x~. . If we define 
N~n = ~l(Tj ~t)l(Xj = xj) 
1-;;.1 
then we obtain an rn-variate counting process Nn = col{Nin, i = 1, ... , rn}· 
Under this restriction the Conditions K of the privious subsection are reformulated as Condition I 
and II given in THEOREM 3.1, for in this special case 
I I r ff< fr - 1 )2 dj/ = f ~ cfiF - 1 )2 dA in 
OE" Oi = I 
( cp. (2.5) and ( 4.5) where d.An and d.An stand for an and an, respectively). 
Similarly, the Conditions S are reformulated as the Conditions X in Section 4, since the process 
(2.12) is specified here as in (4.9).Thus THEOREM 4.1 below is a version of Shiryayev's THEOREM 1.1. 
Next, compare the Conditions S' with the Conditions Q.J stipulated in Proposition 4.1 below to 
observe that steps 1) and 2) of the previous subsection are taken in this proposition. 
Finally, check that in the present special case m((unh in step 3) coincides with R<1> of (4.22), while 
Rn. 3 and 1/n -ijn in step 4) coincide with R<3l of (4.25) and R(I) _ R<2l of (4.23), (4.25), respectively. 
Hence the conjectures in these steps are proved in the LEMMAS 4.1 - 4.3. 
3. THE LIKELIHOOD RATIO FOR COUNTING PROCESSES 
3.1. Let (U, §; P) be a complete probability space with a filtration {~.O~t~l} satisfying the usual 
conditions. Let 1\.1 = {1\.11, ~,P;O~t~ 1} be a multivariate (r-variate) counting process: 
1\.1 = col{N 1, ••• , Nr}. Consider its Doob-Meyer decomposition 1\.1 = tMI + A where 
tMI = {IMl 1 ,~.P;O~t~l} is a local square integrable martingale, and A = {A. 1,~.P;O~t~l} a 
predictable compensator. 
LEMMA 3.1. The quadratic variation and quadratic characteristic of tMI are given by the following 
8 
relations: 
1) [M] = diagN - [A]-[M,A]-(A,M] 
2) <M> = diagA - [A] 
PROOF. By definition [N] = diagN, and this gives 1). To get 2) take the compensator of both sides of 
0 
1). 
REMARK 3.1. Denote N = N 1 + ... + Nr,N = M+A. From 2) it follows that 
t 
<M>, =A, - (A],= j(l-iA)dA, A<M> = (1-iA)iA' 
0 
hence Oo;;;;;M o;;;;; I. For simplicity assume AA< 1 (in fact one can easily dispence with this restriction; 
see e.g. KABANOV et al. (1975) or (1980)). 
REMARK 3.2. Consider VI= lr-AA1®Dr and v;- 1 = lr+(l-M1)- 1AA1®Dr with 
Dr = col{ 1, ... , 1} and lr = diagOr. Then 
with 
I 
<M>1 = jVdiagdA 
0 
I 
= fdiagdAVT 
0 
t 
= j V 0 diagdAV'hT 
0 
v0 = Ir-(1-V1-iA)AA1iA®or·I(M>O) 
(satisfying (V0 )2 = V, of course), and 
with 
I 
diagAI = Jv- 1d<M> 
0 
I 
= fd<M>V-lT 
0 
I 
= Jv- 0 d<M> v- 0 r 
0 
v- 0 = lr + l-VI=aA AA ®D ·/(M >0) 
Vl-M AA r 
LEMMA 3.2. 
I I I 
Let CP.r= Jv- 1dA= j(l-iA)- 1dA and~= Jv- 1dM=M1 + [&,M]1=M1 + [A,GJR..]1 where GJR.. is 
0 0 0 
the sum of the component of GJR.. Then 
I 
1) (GJR..]1 = diagN1 + j(l-AN)d[&], 
0 
9 
2) <~> = diagA. + [@~A.]. 
PROOF. As AN®2 = diagAN, (l-AN)2 = (1-AN) and AN(l-AN) = 0, 1) follows from 
A~= AIMI + A@ilM =AN -- A@(l-AN). (3.1) 
0 
To get 2) take the compensators of both sides of 1 ). 
3.2. Suppose that a probability measure Pin addition to the probability measure P is given on a 
measurable space (Q,§) with a filtration of special form §-; = w{N.v:s~t},O~t~l. Along with 
I\! = (1\11,§';,P), consider the counting process I\! = (1\1 1 ,'?f;,~) with compensator A. = (A.1 ,<Jf;,~). 
THEOREM 3.1. ( KABANOV et al. (1980)). 1) For absolute continuity of P with respect to P(P«P) the fol-
lowing conditions are necessary and sufficient: P-a.s. -
I. ~ = 1 implies AA = 1. -
I 
II. The components ~; and A ; , i = 1, ... , r of A. and A. are related as ~~ = J >.f dA i where 
0 
col{A.1, • •• , A.r} = A = { 1\, '?fr} is a nonnegative predictable process such that the associated Hel-
linger process is bounded: '.J<.~ =ff.<~ -...fdil)2 + ~ CVI-~s - yI-AAs )2 <oo. 
Oi=I S~I 
0<.\A.,<1 
2) Assume P«P, and denote z1 a right-continuous modification of the martingale E(dP!dPl'?fr) O~t~l. 
Then Z1 = exp{ ml+ ~<I>. (Am,)} where <1>1 (x) = ln(l + x )- x, and -
s~t 
I 
m1 = j(A-Dr)T d01L (3.2) 
0 
REMARK 3.3. The process z = (z1 , 'j,,P), being a nonnegative supermartingale with (z!P) = 1 as well 
I 
as a local martingale, is a solution of the Doleans-Dade equation z1 = 1 + J zs _ dm5 , O~t ~ 1 
0 
(LIPTSER and SHIRYAYEV (1978), p. 288, or GILL and JOHANSON (1986) ), hence Z1 = 0(m)1· 
REMARK 3.4. By (3.1) and (3.2) 
and 
Am= (A-DrlAN + (1-AN)[l-~ ll 
I-AA 
<l>1(Am) = <l>f(A-Dr)AN + (l-AN)<I>1 [I-~ -1] 
. 1-AA 
with <1> 1(x) = col{<l>1(xi), i = 1, ... , r} for x = col{x~ ... , xr}. Hence 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
1 I-AA 
z1 = exp{jlnT Adi\!-~;· +A:· + ~(l-AN5 )ln s} (cf. LIPSTER and SHIRYAYEV (1978), p. 
0 s.;;;,1 1-AAs 
312). 
REMARK 3.5. By (3.3) 
111 - ~(1-y'I +Arns )2 (3.5) 
s.;;;,1 
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with QJ = col{ W -1 = V dA; !dA; -1,i = 1, ... , r}. The compensator of this process coincide 
with the Hellinger process, ij =-:JC. 
REMARK 3.6. It is interesting to note that the class of "alternative" compensators A is restricted to 
those for which A-A is dominated by <tMI > in the sense that for a certain r-vertor valued predict-
able process IHI -
I 
A 1 -A1 = jlHITd<tMI>. 
0 
I 
If !:_«P then z = ©(m) with m1 = jHT dtMI. Obviously, IHI = v- 1r(A-O) and A-A = <tMl,m>. 
0 
3.3.. Here we give a useful representation for the likelihood ratio process, to be used in the next sec-
tion. 
LEMMA 3.3. Let P«P. Then 
where 
z = exp{2m(QJ)-2'.1C + R} 
I 
m(QJ)1 = jUJT d~Ti.. 
0 
is a local square integrable martingale with 
while 
with 
I 
<m(UJ)>1 = jUJT diagd<~>UJ<oo Pa.s., 
0 
I 
R1 = 2 ~<l>2 ( V 1 +~ms - 1) + 2(':m.., '.l<.)i - j QJ T diagdc:JW 
sCI 0 
<I>2(x) = ln(l + x)-x ++x2 . 
PROOF. By (3.2) 
I I 
m1 = 2 jUJT d·)Ti.. + jUJT diagdc:JW . 
0 0 
By (3.4) and (3.5) 
~ ~<I>1 (~ms) = ~<l>2( Vl +~ms - l)-'.K;.-(111 -ij1) , 
s~t sCI 
since ~<l> 1 (x-l) = <I>2(Vx-l)-(Vx-I)2 and'.lC= ij~obviously, 
I . 
111-ij1 = jUJrdiagdtMIUJ + ~~~t(Vl-~ -Vl-aA)2 . 
0 SCI 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
(3.9) 
(3.10) 
(3.11) 
(3.12) 
Now, (3.6) easily follows from (3.9) - (3.12), taking into account that ~ = tMI + [A,~] by definition. 
By Assertion 2) of LEMMA 3.2 
11 
I (llJT AA )2 
<m(llJ)>1 = jtUT diagdAllJ + L ·' s 
0 s-<;1 1-LlAs 
(3.13) 
I 
,,;;;;; jtUT diagdAllJ + LIU.?° dia~<fsllJs<ooP a.s. 
0 s-<;1 
Here we first used the Schwartz inequality and then the boundedness of the Hellinger process. 1 
Hence (3.8) holds. 
D 
4. LAN FOR COUNTING PROCESSES 
4.1. Let {S2n, '!f', (~7,1. o,,;;;;;1,,;;;;;l), P"}}, n = 1,2, ... be a sequence of stochastic basis' of the same type 
as above. Let 1\111 = (N~'. ~?,1, P") be an r11 -variate counting process with the Doob-Meyer decomposi-
tion 1\111 = Mn + A", where rn• n = 1,2, ... is a nondecreasing sequence of integers. 
I 
Define also ~IR;' = j(V11 )- 1dM 11 where V" = Ir, -AA"®Dr.· 
0 
Let 1Hl 11 {1Hl7, ~7,1. P" }. n = 1,2,... be a sequence of r,,-verctor valued predictable processes such 
that 
I 
m(IHl"), = j1H1 11T d-:"lR!' , n = 1,2, ... 
0 
is a sequence of local square integrable martingales. 
(4.1) 
By COROLLARY 2 of LIPTSER and SHIRYAYEV (1980) this sequence is asymptotically normal (see 
THEOREM 4.1 below) under the following Conditions IHl : 
IHJ. l. For each t, o,,;;;;;1,,;;;;; I and t:, O<t:,,;;;;; I 
( 
j1HJ('!:,,1diagdt\11 1Hl('>•> + L/(jlHl"T Atf"l>t:)(l -AA11 )(1Hl 11T Att"'')2 ~o 
0 s-<;1 
in P" probability as n~oo. where 
IHl('>•> = co/{/(jH;"l>t:)H;" , i 
IHJ.2. For each t, 0,,;;;;;1,,;;;;; 1 
( 
1, ... , r11 }, IHl" = col{H;", i 
<m(IHl")>, = j1H1 11T diagdA"IHl" + L(l-AA11 )(1Hl 11 TAli"'')2~< W> 
0 s-<;1 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
(4.4) 
where W = (W1 , <5;)0.;;; 1.;;; 1 is a continuous Gaussian martingale with quadratic vanation 
<W> = [W] = EW2, a nondecreasing continuous deterministic function (cf. GREENWOOD and 
SHIRYAYEV (1985), § 5.2). 
I. Use also the following inequalities· : ~/(O<aA..;;;+) U}"diagLl<i\UJ,..;;;2 ~ U}"diagLlA,QJ, and ~/(+..;;;aA<I) 
... ,,,;;;;.1 s~t s:s;;r _ 
U?°diagLlti',QJ,..;;;C ~ QJ}"diagLlA_,QJ, with a certain constant C determined by the fact that the number of jumps of A,, s..;;;t, 
I -'~r 
exceeding 2 is finite. 
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THEOREM 4.1. Under the Conditions IHI 
d(P") 
m(IHln) --'> W (4.5) 
in the sense of the weak convergence in •11([0, I]) with resp. to P" (cj. Greenwood and Shiryayev (1985), § 
2.2). 
REMARK 4.1. For checking the above statement take into consideration that the integer valued ran-
dom measure µ11 , associated to m(IHl 11 ) by 
µ11((0,t), f) = ~/(Am(IHl11 )sEf), fE~ti(Ro). Ro = R \ {0} 
S~I 
with 
is such that 
t J J x 2µ11 (ds, dx) = ~Am(IHl11 ).~l(\Am(IHl 11 ),\>e) (4.6) 
0 JxJ>• s,;;;,r 
t 
= j1H1(1r.1diagd1'J 11 IHl('>E) + ~(l -AN 11 )(IHl"T Acr1 ) 2 /(llHl 11T At~' I >e) 
0 s,;;;,r 
Here we have used the following simple relation : 
I(!Am(IHl 11 )i>e)Am(IHl 11 ) = IHl(1;,>AN" -(l-AN 11 )/(llHl"r Acr1 i>e)IHlnr At?1 • (4.7) 
Now, we can easily seen that on the left hand side of (4.2) we have the compensator of the expression 
(4.6). Hence, denoting the compensator ofµ!' by v', one can rewrite (4.2) as follows : 
t J J x"dv'(ds, dx)-O. 
Olxl>• 
Below we will need the following simple corollary of theorem 4.1. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let a sequence IHl 11 , n = l,2,... of r11 -va/ued predictable processes satisfy the following 
Conditions IHI' : for each t, O..;;t,,,.;; 1 
t 
IHl'.0. jlHl"T dA 11 -0; 
0 
t 
IHI'. I. j1H1g,>diagdA111H1('>•>-o, O<e..;;1 ; 
0 
I 
IHl'.2. jlHl"T diagdA"IHI"-< W>, 
0 
in P 11 probability as n-oo. Then 
1 d(P") f IHl"T d1'J11 - Wi . 
0 
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4.2. Suppose that a probability measure P" in addition to P" is given on a measurable space 
{U", 07'} of the preceding subsection. Suppose in addition that the filtration {£57, o..;;1..;;1} is 
minimal: £57 = w{N~ : s..;;t} where 1\111 = (N~', ~?/, P") is an r11 -variate counting process With the 
compensator A" = (A.7, <:7/, P"). Let 1\111 = (N~'. '?Yi', P") be another counting process with the com-
pensator A" = (A~', £57, P"). - -
For eacli, n assume ~"<<P" and, in accordance with II of THEOREM 3. l, define the Hellinger pro-
cess 
I 
X7 = f'U"T diagdA.11 f!J 11 + ~ ( y1-~; - yl-iiA; )2 
0 s.;;,1 
O<~~:<I 
where 
Obviously, 
A" =col{'>..f11 =( U;" +I )2,i=1, ... , r 11 } • 
Let the following Conditions X be satisfied : 
Xl. For each t, O..;;t..;;I and£, 0<£..;;1 
s.;;,1 
in P" probability as n~oo. where 
.... n . . 
f!J<>•> = col{J(IN"-ll>£)U111 , i =I, ... , r11 } 
J\:2. For each t, O..;;t..;;; 1 
I ~1t11~4<W> 
in P" probability as n~oo. 
PROPOSITION 4. l. (i) Under the Conditions '.1<." 
d(P') J 
m(f!J") ~ 4W 
(cf (3.7), (4.1) and (4.5) with 011 = 2f!J) 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
(4.lO) 
(4.ll) 
(4.12) 
(ii) The Conditions X are equivalent to the Conditions f!J defined by (4.2) - (4.4) for the special case of 
011 = 2f!J. . 
REMARK 4.2. As the Conditions f!J are those of THEOREM 4.1 for the special case of 011 = 2f!J, the 
assertion of LEMMA 3.3 concerning the process (3.7) allows us to deduce Assertion (i) of Proposition 
4.1 directly from Assertion (ii) and THEOREM 4.1. The Assertion (ii) will be proved below. 
REMARK 4.3. Notice the difference between u;'>•l given by (4.lO) and 
f!J(>•> = col{J(IU;"1>£)U;" , i = I, ... , r11 } 
(cf. (4.3) ). However using the simple inequalities 
I<I ~ -11>£)..;;J<lxl>£) 
and 
(4.13) 
14 
/(jx-yj>t:)o.;;;;;/(jxj>t:!2) + /([yj>t:/2). 
we get 
I I 
f 11T d" d"'" II j•AlllT d" dlt.llRAl/I 11.J(><) tag M 11.J(><).;;;; 'IJ(><) tag M U(><) (4.14) 
0 0 
I I 
,,;;;;j11.J(1:~<14>diagdA11 11.J('><141 + j11.J(':I:v.nJdiagdA11 11.J('>v.nJ. 
0 0 
Proof of Assertion (ii) of Proposition 4.1. We proceed in three steps. In step l) we show that the Con-
ditions '.JC imply (4.2) with IHI = 11.J. In step 2) we show that the Conditions 11.J imply Condition X I. In 
conclusion, it is shown in step 3) that the difference between '.JC' and the left hand side of (4.4) with 
IHI = 211.J vanishes as n-HXJ under the Conditions '.JC, as well as under the Conditions 11.J. 
1) By (4.14), under the Conditions '.JC the first term on the left hand side of (4.2) with IHI = 11.J tends to 
zero in P 11 probability as n-oo. We will show that so does the second term, as well. The letter term 
does not exceed 
s:s;;;.1 
+ ~(l-AA:)(11.J;T dia~@;u;)2 , 
S~t 
as is easily seen by applying the simple inequality 
jx-yj/(jx-yj>t:).;;;;4jxj2/(jxj>t:!2) + 4[yj2 /([yj>t:/2) 
(see ANDERSEN and GILL (1982), p. 1107) to 
(4.15) 
(4.16) 
(A11 -Dr)TLi~ = 211.J"TLi~ + 11.J 11TdiagLi<r1 11.J 11 (4.17) 
l-AA
11 
= 1- -n . 
1-LiA 
Since for each t:>O one can choose a constant C that ensures the inequality jxj.;;;;qV'l+x -1)2 
whenever jxj>t: (e.g. via x 2/(l+lxl):=: (V'l+x-1)2; KABANOV et al. (1979), p. 64.l the expression 
(4.15) in turn does not exceed 
(4.18) 
s<.t 
+ sup11.J;T diagLiA;11.J;·~11.J~T diagLici';11.J~. 
s<t s<.t 
By (4.17) and Condition X l, the first term in(4.18) tends to zero in P 11 probability as n-oo. In 
view of the last inequality in (3.13) and the fact that 
sup11.J~T diagLiA.~11.J; ~supLi'.JC;-o (4.19) 
s~t s<t 
in P11 probability as n-oo (see the footnote I)' p. 4), the second term in (4.18) vanishes as well. 
Thus (4.2) for IHI = 11.J is proved. 
2) Let the Conditions llJ hold ; By (4.14) again, it suffices to bound the second term of ij11 (see (4.9)) 
and to show that it vanishes as n-oo. By the simple inequality I V'l+x - l j.;;;;jxj, this term does not 
exceed 
~I [i(A;-DrJT Li&~j>t:)(l-AA=){(A~ -Dr.)T Li(f,;}2 
s,,;;,1 
15 
.;;;;4~/ (1u~T A@~l>€14] {2U~T Acl?~}2(1-AA;) 
s:i;;;;t 
(4.20) 
here we have used (4.16) and (4.17). The second term on the right hand side of (4.20) tends to zero by 
the same arguments as above (cf. the similar term in (4.18) ) ; so does the first term as well, by (4.2) 
for IHI = U. Thus (4.9) is proved. 
3) In view of the assertions proved in steps l) and 2), all we need is that 
~I[l<A~-Dr.)T Acl?~l.;;;;£)(1-AA;)lyI-(A~-Dr.lA&~ -1)2-
s,;;;;;1 
(4.21) 
-{ ~ (A;-o,.)'<111; rl->ll 
in pn probabil~ n~oo. either under the Conditions X or U. 
Since 1-Vl-x = x/2+x2 /8+0(x 3) for sufficiently small values of x, a constant C can be 
chosen such that 
Applying this inequality to the left-hand side of (4.21), one can see that it does not exceed 
C£~(l-AA°;){(A~ -Dr.l Aci'.~}2 .;;;; 
s,;;;;;1 
2C £ ~(l -AA°; )(2QJ ~TA&~ )2 
s,;;;;;1 
This and (3.13) imply ( 4.2 l ). The concluding step 3) is proved. 
0 
4.3.. The next three lemmas establish asymptotic negligability of the remainder term R (see (3.9)) in 
the representation (3.6). 
LEMMA 4. l. Under the Conditions 'JC. for each t, O.;;;;t.;;;; l 
I 
supR~1 >~0, RP> = junT diagd'JR.,nun , 
sCt O 
(4.22) 
in P" probability as n~oo. 
PROOF . By Assertion (ii) of Proposition 4.1 and (4.2) with IHI = U, the arguments indicated in the 
footnote 1> on p. 11 lead to 
I 
ju'fI..idiagd€t'U(>•>~o 
0 
in pn probability as n~oo. 
Thus, it suffices to prove (4.22) with U(,,.,> = un-QJ(>•l in place of un. But this is a direct conse-
quence of Assertion (i) op Proposition 4.1, as 
I 
jU(!:,,>diagd~11 U(c.>.;;;;£ m(Un), 
0 
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LEMMA 4.2. Under the Conditions 'JC.for each t, O~t~l 
suplR~2>1-o, R(2) = [~Jt, X'] 
s,,;;;;;r 
in pn probability as n-oo. 
PROOF . By Assertion 2) of LEMMA 3.2, (4.19) and the boundedness of the Hellinger process 
~n 
<R<2>> = ~(t::/'m)2 s I ~ .J\.s -11 
s,,;;;;;r 1-aAs 
~ supA:J<.~ ·C:J<.i' -o 
s:;;;;;;,1 
D 
(4.23) 
(4.24) 
in pn probability as n-oo (a constatnt C is defined by the arguments indicated in the footnote 1> on 
p. 11). Obviously, (4.23) is implied by (4.24). 
D 
LEMMA 4.3. Under the Conditions :K, for each t, O~t ~ 1 
suplRP>1-o. R~3 > = }:'1>2( \/I +Am; -1) (4.25) 
s,,;;;;;r 
in pn probability as n-oo. 
REMARK 4.3. The last assertion is the special case of Assertion l .B for i = 3, Subsection 1.2. In fact 
I 
= ff '1>2(~ - l)dµ!' 
OR0 
with µ11 defined as in REMARK 4.i for the particular choice of IHln, namely, IHln = A"-Dr. (cp. (4.25) 
with (l.14) and (l.15) ). 
4.4.. In conclusion, let us formulate the principal results of this paper - THEOREM 4.1 and its COROL-
LARY 4.2 stating the LAN for counting processes. 
THEOREM 4.1. Under the Conditions J{ 
d(P•) J 
(i) z 11 - exp{W-z-<W>}, 
.• d(P") I 
(11) zn ~ exp{W+z-<W>}. 
PROOF. Assertion (ii) is derived from Assertion (i) by the arguments used in GREENWOOD and SHIR-
Y A YEV ( 1985) (see the proof of Statement 3 of THEOREM 8 on p. 99). 
As for Assertion (i), it follows directly from LEMMA 3.3, Porposition 4.1 and the LEMMAS 4.1 - 4.3. 
COROLLARY 4.2. Let the Conditions :lC are satisfied. Then the following two statements hold : 
(i) For each t, O.;;;;t.;;;;; I 
I 
z" = exp{m(211.J 11 )-2<W>+r11 } 
where a reminder term r" is such that 
suplr;1~0 
s<,1 
both in P" and~" probability as n~oo. while the first term m(211.J") is asymptotically normal: 
d(P") 
m(211.J") ~ W 
and 
d(P") 
m(211.J") ~ W+<W> 
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(4.26) 
(4.27) 
(4.28) 
(ii) Let § 11 = {§~1 , i:_?,1 , P"}, n = 1, 2, ... be a sequence of r11 -variate predictable processes such that for 
some unboundedly increasing sequence of numbers k 11 , n = 1, 2, ... it satisfies the Conditions IHI with I 
IHI" = k,~T §". Besides, for each t, O.;;;;t.;;;; 1 
I I I 
j(IU" -k,~ 2 §")T diagdA 11 (11.J 11 -k,~-i §11 )~0 
0 
in P" probability as n~oo. Then 
--\- I 
z" = exp{2k11 - m(§11T)-2<W>+r 111 } 
I 
(4.29) 
(4.30) 
where a reminder term r 111 and the first term 2k,~ ~ m(§") satisfy (4.26) and, respectively (4.27) and (4.28) 
with k,~T (§11 ) in J?lace of 11.J". 
Finally, if k,~T (§ 11 ) satisfies the Conditions IHI' then the first term in (4.30) is simplified to 
I I 
2k,~T I §'il'cJP:J11. 
0 
PROOF. Obviously, for the proof of Assertion (i) it suffices to check (4.26) for 
1 
r" = R"-2(:1<." -4< W>) 
(see (3.6) and (3.9) ), in view of LEMMAS 4, 1 - 4.3 and the footnote 1> on p. 4. 
As for Assertion (ii), we apply THEOREM 4.1 and its COROLLARY 4.1, and then the fact that 1 '1.29) 
implies 
_ _I_ 
<m(IU 11 -k 11 ~ § 11 )>~0 
in P" probability as n~oo, each t, O.;;;;t.;;;;l, which is established by using the arguments leading to 
(3.13). The latter fact ensures the property (4.26) for 
. I 
r111 = r" +2m(fl.J 11 -k; 2 § 11 ). 
D 
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